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Welcome everyone to the IG Group Results Presentation for the half year ending 30th November 
2015. Let’s start with the formalities and the disclaimer and give everyone a quick moment or two 
to look at that and then let’s go into the presentation itself.  

We thought it was appropriate to start with a little introduction by me. My name’s Peter 
Hetherington, now Chief Exec at IG since December. I’ve been at the company now for 22 years, 
I started as a graduate trainee, indeed I was in the first wave of graduate trainees that the company 
ever took on, and throughout my time at IG I’ve been running different bits of the business, I started 
with dealing, I moved on to IT for about eight years, then laterally I ran Risk and the more traditional 
COO type role. I’ve got a deep understanding of what makes IG tick, particularly around risk, 
technology and client service.  

IG is a great business, it’s the global leader in our field by some way and we’ve built this leadership 
through our commitment to great technology, having really superb people who understand the 
importance of fair client outcomes beyond all else, having an enduring concentration on 
profitability and a really consistent approach to everything we do as a company; whether it’s 
compliance for clients, whether it’s consistency and quality of our IT, sustainability of our operation 
is the key message for us.  

We now have a very clear strategy based on three clear levers for growth. Firstly, product 
diversification, secondly, geographic development rather than geographic expansion and thirdly, 
maximising the returns we get from the existing current business.  

We’re also very aware of the need to drive returns from our investment to match investor 
expectations of IG. We’ve been in investment phase now for a couple of years and we’ve 
approaching the end of that investment phase.  

With that teaser out of the way I’d like to hand over to Kieran who’s been in charge of IR here at 
IG for a number of years and is a member of the ExCo within the company and he’s going to go 
through the review part of the presentation. I’ll be back to go over the operating review and the 
strategy sections in a few minutes.  

Kieran McKinney, Head of Investor Relations 

Many thanks, Peter. And good morning everyone, and morning to you in the room - I know most 
of the faces in here - to those on the phone and for those online, and as Peter said, while the 
search goes on for the right permanent CFO I have the pleasure of doing the numbers here this 
morning which I think is a pleasure, and we have the interim CFO in the room watching me 
carefully.  



 

So without further ado, flicking onto the numbers, what I’ve tried to do here is stay with the format 
that you’re used to and a format which seems to have worked before. As we flagged in the pre-
close statement in November, revenue was very solid in the period. We’re nearly 9% up on last 
year at £214.8m. And it was pretty consistent across the period, there were no bad months. August 
and September probably stood out in terms of size but there were no bad months, and I think it is 
worth noting that these two quarters, the first and second quarter this year were the second and 
third biggest quarters in IG’s history, so clearly a business in a growth phase.  

PBT, as you saw from this morning’s statement, was slightly down, obviously impacted by the 
investment spend, I’m sure we’ll address a lot of that later on, and last year’s H1 I think it’s worth 
noting was unusually strong with a PBT line 53% of last year’s profit came in the first half of the 
year, so it’s not surprising it’s a difficult year on year comparator. Profit after tax was down similarly 
in line with PBT. EPS came in at 20.91 pence and cash flow was very strong as before, coming in 
at just over £87m and DPS dividend perfectly in line with the guidance and the dividend policy, 
8.54 pence, 30% of last year’s full year divvy.  

Just flicking on to slide six, a bit more detail on the P&L. The trading revenue number clearly was 
driven by active client growth, active client growth across all regions, and the average revenue 
per client remaining very stable at a Group level. There’s some smaller items between trading 
revenue and net operating income which moved a little bit against us: interest on client funds, 
down by £0.7m and betting duty up by £1.8m and that betting duty really impacted by the bit of 
volatility in mid to late August. 

So leaving net operating income up by just under £15m, operating costs up by 20%, again as I 
mentioned earlier reflecting the investment phase, and I’ll come back on that in a little bit more 
detail, operating costs, in a couple of slides time. 

And something we mentioned in the statement this morning, we were impacted slightly by the 
bank Corporation Tax surcharge, an additional £1.2m in the first half and I will come back to that, 
I’ll look at regulation in my last slide and I’ll talk a bit more about the rationale behind that.  

So flicking on to slide seven, looking at Revenue Bridge, again a format you’ve seen before, just 
concentrating on the lower chart on the left hand side, what you see is £27.7m of revenue from 
new and returning clients, more than offsetting the £15.7m negative impact from current clients 
not trading, and really what you’d expect, one, given the uplift in first trades and two, as I 
mentioned, given those little bouts of volatility which keep clients active through the period. 

On the right hand side I’ll look at client numbers by region and the second quarter, although down 
on the first, is ahead of every other quarter on the chart, and the majority of the difference is really 
in the UK, partly because the second quarter was a little bit quiet and partly because the first 
quarter was marked by that volatility in August, and there’s no doubt the UK client base of all the 
clients across the globe does respond most immediately to volatility. So I think there’s nothing 
there that I would worry about. 

Just turning to slide eight, there’s a lot on this one but I’ll just pick out a couple of things which I 
think are worth noting. You see that the revenue and client numbers are ahead of last year in 



 

every region, it’s rare I think that we get every region moving at the same time, and frankly moving 
at the speed you’d expect from the level of maturity in those regions too. I think that UK one again 
supports my comment just a few moments ago about nothing to worry about there. 

And although revenue per client is behind in Australia and Europe it’s only behind by the currency 
conversion movement, currency, it’s worth about 5% in both regions, if you were to look at a 
constant currency basis, we don’t like to think about that at a Group level because constant 
currency wouldn’t be a good thing overall, but if I’m looking at a specific region I think it’s worth 
picking out. And you see on the right hand side the ongoing movement towards indices as an 
asset type, indices is now consistently making up 50% or more of our revenue and it’s an asset 
type where we see a significant degree of natural hedge and where we do need to hedge 
externally margin rates are much lower than single equities, so a good asset type to be dominating. 

I said I would come to operating cost in more detail, just flicking on slide nine. You’re aware of the 
fact that we increased the level of investment in the business going into FY15, we said we would 
continue that through FY16 and we have done. The sorts of areas that that’s been going into as 
you know, your geographic development Peter mentioned earlier, Switzerland, Dubai, Nadex, 
platform development, stockbroking, investments, you know about, upgrading what we would call 
the client experience through mobile development and through a new web trading platform which 
we will roll out later this year. Investments in the client conversion process, Peter will talk in much 
more detail about that, and also marketing initiatives like GTLDs.  

But cost guidance in ’16 remains precisely in line with the previous guidance that we’ve given, so 
we said we expected costs in ’16 to be up by the same degree as costs in ’15 and you know that 
was a £26m increase and therefore that would imply costs in ’16 running at just over £220m, so 
perfectly in line with our guidance.  

But as Peter said in the statement, cost growth is already moderating. If you look at the H1, H2 
split and look at the Financial Services Compensation Scheme levy which will come in in the 
second half, strip that back out, the underlying costs in the second half pretty much in line with the 
costs in the first half, so you see that moderation coming through. And as per the statement this 
morning you’re looking beyond this. We said that the infrastructural build phase is entering its 
latter stages and therefore any cost from this point forward would be much more inflationary and 
discretionary or related to related to specific opportunities, should any arise.  

Turning to slide 10, before I go on and look at cash in more detail, I think broker margin is always 
worth understanding.  

This remains the main use of IG’s cash resources and it is a means by which we de-risk ourselves 
from client trading positions. And you see the requirement rise just after the Swiss franc incident, 
temporarily, and then fall and settle. So broker margin requirement at the end of the period was 
around £210m. It’s broadly flat on the end of ’15 where it came out at £204m. And as you think 
about IG’s balance sheet and required liquidity, just bear in mind the recent highs in broker margin. 
This is a number which can vary quite rapidly and you see a recent high closer to £300m over the 
last 18 months. 



 

So with that in mind, I’ll just turn to cash. What we’ve tried to do in this slide is look at cash flow 
and cash resources. So, in other words, how much cash do we generate and how do we put it to 
use? 

As I said earlier, own funds for operations was broadly flat on the prior period at just over £87m, 
and own funds post-dividend rose by £2m And this, bear in mind, is six months of cash against 
the bigger final dividend, so these own funds broadly flat at £506.7m This is what I would refer to 
as the total cash resource of IG. 

As you saw on the last slide, broker margin requirement coming in at £210.2m. It takes us to the 
top of the right-hand side, so net of broker margin requirement, we essentially have £296.5m, and 
of this, just under £95m is tied up in regulatory and working capital overseas, and also funds 
required for segregation. And that number primarily is where we segregate cash in transit from 
clients, which allows them to begin trading immediately. Leaving us with £201.8m, and of this, 
£82.9m a year were obviously a liquids assets buffer that we hold in gilts under the BIPRU 12 
rules. And of course the declared interim dividend is payable at around £31m. So I think I would 
refer to the balance sheet as remaining in very good shape and a competitive advantage for IG. 
It’s something that allows us to continue to support client trading in times of extreme volatility. 

So I’ll move on to regulation and I’ll finish before handing back to Peter. On the regulation slide, 
most of these things you’ve seen before, but I think it’s worth continually reminding you so that we 
don’t have any surprises.  

The one new item, I mentioned briefly earlier, was the bank corporation tax surcharge. As I said 
earlier, the title says it all. This is clearly not something which we believe was ever meant to impact 
IG and our activities are individually explicitly exempt. But the wrinkle is because we offer CFDs 
and stockbroking through the same entity, IG Markets, we are caught by this, at least in the short-
term. We are lobbying, we’re lobbying government quite hard, and we believe with a strong 
likelihood of success, but we’ll also think about what else we could do were that to fail. 

On a possible FTT in Europe, we continue to assume that at some stage the political will, will 
mean something happens, but there really is no sign of any progress since we last spoke. And as 
you know MiFID II has been delayed and is currently forecast to come in at the start of FY17.  

The Singapore point on here, again a reminder, we believe it’s still the Singapore Regulator’s 
intention to reduce leverage on FX, although this really dates back to 2012, although the impact 
here is mitigated considerably by the fact that it doesn’t apply to accredited investors. 

The CRD IV, the precise timeline and implications for the industry, are under debate, but we can 
say firmly that IG remains well capitalised under any scenario, but it does look increasingly likely 
that the variable pay restrictions that you see within CRD IV will apply to IG in some form, and at 
the latest from our FY18 year. 

Binaries we mentioned back in July. They’ve always been covered by financial regulators in 
Europe, but by the Gambling Commission in the UK, really an anomaly which we expect to see 
addressed and it might lead to our benefit. 



 

With that, I’m going to hand back to Peter and take any questions at the end. Thank you. 

Peter Hetherington 

Thank you Kieran very much. 

So moving on to look at the strategic direction, and after some of the slightly busier slides from 
Kieran, here’s a mercifully simple slide which sets out IG’s strategy in three simple points. 

Firstly, we’re talking about product diversification. IG used to be synonymous with leverage trading 
in one form or other, we’re becoming the place where you can trade many more assets and choose 
whether you want leverage or not. 

Secondly, we’re talking about geographic development and it’s all about making IG work 
everywhere where we have a presence to the best ability that we can. 

And thirdly, it’s about maximising the significant opportunities in the current business. And this 
one we’ve split into four different parts, and I’ll go into each of them in more detail. 

Firstly, it’s around optimising our marketing spend, and there it’s primarily about tracking and AB 
testing and improving that part of the funnel. 

Secondly, it’s around the conversion process. Lots of people start applying for an account at IG, 
but many fewer actually complete the journey to becoming a trading account. It’s all about 
maximising the people we get through that. 

Thirdly, it’s around maximising the activity of clients who do trade with us and extending what they 
trade with us and extending the length of the relationship that they trade with us. 

And finally, it’s around extracting the maximum value we can from each trade, whilst managing 
the risk that we run as a business very carefully. 

So we’ll look at those in more detail now. 

And here it’s important to say IG is a platform business but we’re going to end up with a different 
strategy for the UK and Australia than the strategy that we end up with for the rest of the world, 
and it’s worth starting by looking at why. 

So if you look at our market share in the UK for spread betting, our market share is approximately 
50%. We’re seven times bigger than the next biggest competitor in the UK, so you’ve got to be 
realistic here about how much IG can grow. Yes, the market’s still growing, and yes, we can still 
grow our market share, but when you’re already half the market you’ve got to be realistic. A very 
similar story in Australia. Our market share there for CFDs is approximately 40%. We’re twice as 
big as our nearest competitor in Australia. So for both of those businesses, product diversification 
is the key. 



 

For the rest of the world, everywhere else we operate, our market share is much closer to 15% 
and we think we’ve got very significant opportunities everywhere else we operate to get our market 
share up a lot so that it’s much closer to the sort of levels we’re seeing in the UK and Australia. 
So here you’ve got a very clear two-part strategy, depending on whether you’re somewhere where 
we’re already very strong, or somewhere where we’re relatively less strong. 

We’ll also be introducing a new account type during 2016, which is an account where you can 
never lose money that you do not already have on the account. Now this account type will be 
something which clients can actively choose for themselves, or it’s something where we will decide 
that it’s the suitable account for a client. And we will very consciously put clients who are less 
experienced and less wealthy into this account type, until such time as they have the experience 
and/or the wealth to graduate to a full leveraged account. 

So the point of this push is to address a greater proportion of clients’ financial activities, by having 
a product for each stage of the clients’ risk journey and to give us multiple entry points into trading 
with IG, to give us opportunities to then cross-sell into different areas as time goes on. 

Talking explicitly about product diversification, we mentioned in the statement out this morning 
that stockbroking has been a qualified success. And by qualified success, we mean it’s been going 
well, but we think it could go better still. We think the core technology offering of the stockbroking 
platform is really good, but the take-up, as you can see on the right, has been steady. Trading 
clients and AUM continue to grow and this is a very good source of new clients to IG. So 
approximately two thirds of the accounts, who open an IG stockbroking account, are entirely new 
to IG, and we are managing to cross-sell between 15% and 20% of all the stockbroking clients 
into a leveraged product. 

We’re going to continue to improve the offering to make it more compelling and we’re planning on 
adding in cost leadership to go alongside the technological leadership that we already have. In 
addition, you’ve been able to trade your ISA through IG for a while, but not your SIP, so adding in 
SIPs to round out the offering is a core part of what we’re trying to do. 

We’ll be launching our stockbroking offering in Australia later this year, and that fits very much 
with the strategy for the UK and Australia of broadening what we’re doing. 

As we announced before we’ve also done a deal with BlackRock iShares and we’re continuing to 
build out our solution for model portfolios based on ETFs. We expect this to launch during 2016. 
So, this whole slide is about leveraging the IG platform across more products.  

In terms of geographic development, this is the second lever of the strategy which we talked about, 
it remains the key plank of the strategy. As I said before, it’s much more than just opening in new 
offices; it’s about really making progress in each offices, getting the market share up and getting 
each individual office individually profitable at the same level as the rest of the business.  

It’s worth talking here about Switzerland. And if you look at the graph on the right, the dark dotted 
line shows you the performance of the Swiss office since launch about 15 months ago. I’m pleased 
to say the office is now profitable at a monthly run-rate basis, which is very encouraging for an 



 

office 15 months in. I’d also say it’s very swingy. New offices have some hundreds of active 
accounts rather than many thousands, and therefore you are always impacted by clients coming 
or going, and you can have peaks and troughs, as you can see very clearly. I kind of wish we 
could have stopped that line one month earlier, but needs must; that was the half-year end.  

If you look at Dubai again you can see it, it’s harder to pick out, it’s right in the middle of the pack 
there, and it’s the red dotted line you can see there. It’s performing well. It’s in line with our 
expectations, in line with budget and very much in the same trajectory as other new offices that 
we’ve launched.  

Both Dubai and Switzerland are characterised by quite complex difficult account opening process. 
And what we found, unsurprisingly, is that we’ve got relatively few numbers of clients who are 
relatively much more valuable than standard IG accounts. That’s partly around the wealth of the 
countries we’re operating in; it’s partly around the difficulty of account opening there.  

Nadex had a strong growth throughout the second half of 2015 and into early 2016. They’ve 
doubled revenue year-on-year, which is a significant achievement, and are now no longer a drain 
on Group cash resources in any way at all. That is very encouraging; although Nadex has always 
been characterised by growth spurts and then plateauing and then growth spurts; and we’re 
currently going through a little bit of a plateau for the last couple of months.  

New country growth we’re expecting to slow from hereon in, and we’re expecting it to be very 
much targeted. We are expecting to open in one new European country this year, and we consider 
this a medium-sized opportunity at relatively low cost.  

Then going on to the third part of the strategy, which as you’ll remember is a four-part, so three 
part one, and it’s all around maximising marketing effectiveness. And the first thing I want to talk 
about is widening the funnel. And as you know we’ve been building out our gTLD strings for a 
while, and the first of those sites are now live and attracting significant numbers of clients. So, 
News.Markets, which is a site we own and run, is now attracting something like 50,000 unique 
users per month to that site. And what we’re trying to do here is we’re trying to own some of the 
far out wide-funneled media, which formally we would simply have advertised on. So, now 
sometimes we advertise on media, sometimes we will own the media, and the whole point is to 
bring more people to the top of the IG funnel.  

Then if you look at actual marketing spend itself we’ve centralised spend into three different 
regions: EMEA, APAC and Nadex, and we’re really concentrating on driving efficiency through 
our online spend. And the key to this is always tracking: so it’s AB testing; it’s tracking; it’s learning 
from what works and what doesn’t; and it’s doubling down on what works and concentrating on it.  

If you go back a couple of years, marketers at IG considered marketing very much an art. Certainly 
in the online world we’ve entirely moved our view to marketing is a science, and it’s all about 
whether it works; it’s all about trying lots of things and optimising as you go. We’re still making 
sure we have an appropriate balance between on and offline, and I would say that we’ve been 
doing this now for over a year and the indications are very positive: client applications are up 39% 
on H1 of ’15. 



 

The second part of this which I want to talk about is actually the conversion funnel: what we do 
with people when they start on the IG website, and how well we get them through to being valuable 
trading accounts. The journey between first click to our site and actually trading is long and 
complex. We’ve got a very significant project running around removing friction. And this is all 
around challenging the assumptions which we’ve had embedded about what you need to do. It’s 
about maintaining absolute regulatory compliance with no question about that. But you can 
remove friction; you can make things easier whilst staying entirely regulatory compliant. And we’re 
proud of our record here.  

This project is characterised by a huge number of micro changes and also some big changes. 
Giving examples of some of the bigger changes, things like building mobile application forms, 
electronic ID verification or easy document upload, dynamic KYC. And we’re seeing the initial 
improvements coming through. If you look at the graph on the right of the page you can see here: 
the cost per first trade is the line, and whilst it’s quite spikey you’d say broadly there is not clear 
upward trajectory on that line; if anything it’s pretty much flat. But if you look at the number of first 
trades that we’re achieving then the trajectory is very clearly heading in the right direction. And 
this, it’s important to note, is against the backdrop of increasing applications on mobile devices 
which are always harder to convert on and which I’ll talk about on the next slide. 

So looking at mobile, leading in mobile will be key here, and we expect that smaller players in the 
industry will get left behind. We’ve adopted a strategy of building native apps to fit the operating 
systems, whether it’s Android or IOS or Windows phone or indeed desktop. And we’ve got 
individual teams working on building bespoke apps which work in the way that you would expect 
for the ecosystem that you are a part of.  

Mobile for us started as being the place where you could trade when you are on the go, and it’s 
become the whole interaction of your life. A significant number of clients never actually trade with 
IG or interact with IG in any way at all except on something which is a mobile device.  

If you look at the graph on the right you can see very clear trajectories, very clear trend lines: the 
dark line is people applying for an account at IG from a mobile device; the paler blue line is the 
percentage applying on the desktop. We’re approaching or have just about hit convergence, and 
the trend line seems entirely clear.  

The problem is that applications on mobile devices are almost exactly half as likely to convert as 
applications on desktop. And it’s simply a function of working on a smaller screen and doing it 
while you’re on the go so that you don’t have the documents to hand to enable you to complete 
your application process. And the best example I can give is it’s not much use if you finish the 
application form and it says, ‘Could you take a scan of your passport and email it into us?’ when 
you’re sitting on a train having just applied on your phone because oddly you haven’t got a scanner 
to hand. So, it’s all around building solutions which say, ‘Could you take your driving licence out 
of your purse or wallet, take a photograph of it and press the upload button?’  

And so it’s around building solutions which work for people who are on the go. And whether it’s a 
bespoke mobile app form, document upload or increasing the improving interaction within the form 



 

or within the site to optimise it for a small real estate environment. So that very much is where 
we’re going on mobile.  

But if you look at the third part of the third leg, this is all around we spend an enormous amount of 
effort and money bringing clients to IG; it’s really important we maximise the activity the clients do 
whilst they’re with us, and that we do as much as we can to cross-sell them into different products, 
and that we keep them active for as long as possible.  

We’re rolling out two big technological improvements over the coming year: firstly, as I mentioned 
earlier, Limited Risk accounts where you can never lose money which you haven’t already got on 
the account; and secondly, we’re rolling out a new face to our web front end trading platform. It’s 
something we’ve been working on with quite a big team on it for over a year, and it’s going to 
alpha clients by the end of the month, and we’re going to roll this out progressively over the coming 
year. This we think of as a pretty key development for us.  

We also mention that we'll be offering a broader range of products on a single platform, and the 
screenshot you can see over on the right is the way that we're going to do this. And the way I've 
described this is in the same way that when you log onto your bank you can see all the accounts 
you've got, whether it's your savings account or your current account, and you can do your admin 
there, you can also move money between different account types, and it's the place that we will 
try to interest you in other activities, interest you in different account types and to cross-sell to you.  

The important point I'd make here is leverage trading is something that people do for a period and 
then stop. Formerly if you think of IG, we never had anything to keep the client relationship alive 
when clients weren't trading on leverage. With us moving far more into unleveraged trading and 
SIPPs and ISAs and so forth, the intention is that clients will maintain a relationship with IG even 
if they only log-on once a year to check what their SIPP value is and how it's performing and adjust 
their investment priorities on their SIPP. But it then does mean that when they decide that they 
want to trade on leverage again, or limited risk trading or whatever it is, they should naturally feel 
that they've got an ongoing enduring relationship with IG and naturally come back to us rather 
than choosing a new provider from scratch. So, maintaining a relationship in one form or other as 
people move through their risk profile and their risk appetite changes is a key driver for us. 

Looking at revenue maximisation, we have a very analytical approach to risk limit optimisation and 
we try very hard to maximise the natural hedge that we get from client business in a controlled 
risk environment. Actually, both these charts are something that you will have seen before here, 
but what we've done with the left hand chart is we've overlaid two years, the same period, so H1 
of 15 and H1 of 16 we've overlaid here. We're doing a lot of work to try and maximise the returns 
that we're generating without increasing the risk that we're running. If you look at the left hand 
graph you can see the bars, which are H1 16, are somewhat flatter and moved somewhat to the 
right, and that is very much what we've been intending to do. So we're having more better days 
and less average days in terms of the revenue that we're generating.  

If you look at the right hand graph you can see how revenue is changing on a 60 day rolling 
average, which is the dark line heading up at a reasonably steady rate. And then if you look at the 
blue line you can see how variable our trading results and how much our trading results are 



 

bouncing around, and you can see there whilst we are moving our limits somewhat and optimising 
while we're doing it, we're doing it very carefully so as not to increase the variability of our trading 
results. 

Maximising the amount we make from what our clients pay us at low risk is a core competency of 
IG. We call this process internalisation. In short, if we have one client going long or another go 
short, we can avoid trading ourselves in the underlying market. This dramatically increases our 
revenue over what we would make if we were a broker. 

By way of conclusion, our view is that it's been a good half year and we're trading in line with 
expectations. Unlike many new Chief Execs I believe I was handed over a business in rude health. 
The strategy remains consistent, it’s around broadening the product set and leveraging the 
platform, it’s around our continued geographic development focusing on maximising the existing 
opportunities, and it's concentrating on execution excellence to maximise current opportunity. We 
will continue to invest in the business on our platform but we fully recognise the need to show a 
return on these investments.  

As per the Statement, absent marketing spend, which where it provably works we will continue to 
do, cost growth is moderating and becoming much more discretionary in nature. I am confident 
that we can deliver profitable growth from hereon in and I'm excited about the future. 

Thank you all for your time, I'll be delighted to take any questions but please wait to have a 
microphone before you ask. 

Q&A 
 

Question 1 

Haley Tam, Citigroup 

Could I ask you two questions please? Firstly, just to make sure I understand the comments you 
made about stockbroking and moving that to a more competitive cost basis. Should we still think 
of this as a net profit contributor in the future, or is it more about extending the total client lifetime? 

Peter Hetherington 

Yes, you should still think of it as a net profit line in the future, albeit not an enormous one. 

Haley Tam 

Thank you. And the second question just in terms of investment costs, again to understand that. 
Given the big increase in costs over the course of the last couple of years I had thought that when 
the investment spend ended you might see some fall in costs in the future. Is that an unrealistic 
expectation? 



 

Peter Hetherington 

To a degree I'm afraid it is, yes. We consider that you have an amount of spend that you need to 
run the existing business. We flagged it very clearly a couple of years ago and said we're moving 
into an investment phase and we're building out significant capacity in mobile, and we're launching 
a bank in Switzerland, and we're going live in Dubai and all those sort of things. We're very much 
not the sort of company who builds something and then gets rid of that resource which means you 
can't then change it. So the way we think of it is cost growth definitely is moderating and we think 
we have the right level of resource in place, but we're not intending to build something and then 
get rid of the people who built it because we think any business like ours needs to evolve, the 
offering needs to evolve, and we need to develop what we're doing. 

Question 2 

Justin Bates, Liberum 

Good morning. Just a couple of questions. I thought the Limited Risk account sounded very 
interesting. Is the implication that you would expect the revenue per client to fall, or is it going to 
be relatively small in the grand scheme of things? 

Peter Hetherington 

I think it all depends on whether these are additional accounts or substitution accounts. So I think 
you'd be right to think that the revenue per client on a Limited Risk account will probably be lower 
on average than the revenue on an existing Margin account, but we think you will end up getting 
accounts you wouldn't otherwise have got. So if we maintain getting the same number of full 
accounts at the same level, and then we have a new set of Limited Risk accounts at a somewhat 
lower value per account, that's obviously positive. The whole key is how much is substitution and 
how much is new. We're not considering it something where overall you're going to see a problem. 

Justin Bates 

Okay thank you and just a follow up. The client application growth was very encouraging, but on 
the flipside to that the conversion rate has fallen again. Can you just explain that dynamic and 
what's been done to improve that? 

Peter Hetherington 

It is a complex dynamic. I alluded to it in the slides when I said that as the proportion of applications 
changes and as the percentage who apply on the website goes down and on mobile goes up, if 
you are converting half as well on mobile, which is historically what we've managed, then inevitably 
as the total number goes up the conversion rate will fall because you're simply getting lots more 
on mobile. It's why we're putting so much resource into trying to take the friction out of the 
conversion process. To my mind conversion percentage is roughly flat, which actually is a pretty 
strong performance given how the mix is changing and we're moving online. So a very significant 
IT job for us is taking the friction out. 



 

Kieran McKinney 

I think Justin, just to add briefly to that. I think one of the downsides of marketing success is you 
do spread your net wider, and therefore you continue to get all the core clients you got previously 
but you start to reach people that you didn't reach before, and therefore the likelihood of taking 
them through the conversion process is a little less. But I'd be perfectly happy with that because 
I'm still getting the core people that I was getting before and I'm getting some more, so I think that 
rate will probably drop and then stabilise as the mobile conversion then improves going forward. 

Question 3 

Richard Stuber, Nomura 

Just a really quick question in terms of the competitive environment how have you found that over 
the last six months? Thinking of companies like Plus500 which seem to have picked up, are you 
finding any sort of impact in terms of your marketing ability and trying to get the marginal 
customer? 

Peter Hetherington 

Being honest, no. I think Plus500 market to a slightly different segment than we do, and whilst 
they had their little regulatory difficulties they continued to market but simply directed clients to 
their Cyprus subsid during the period. So it's not as if they were sort of on/off/on, I think they've 
pretty much been on in terms of marketing throughout, but I'd say we haven't particular noticed an 
impact from it, and looking at what they seem to be doing I think they're marketing to a different 
segment to a degree than we are. 

Question 4 

Richard Taylor, Barclays 

One question. The number of first traders are up quite a bit, as you put on the bullets, but the 
contribution from new clients was basically flat half-on-half. Can you explain why that is please? 

Kieran McKinney 

Mostly a timing difference, Richard, if I'm honest. In that last first half we had a majority of the new 
trades coming through earlier in the period, which I have to be honest is probably a Swissy effect, 
so really it just meant that they were contributing for a greater proportion of the period than this 
time around where it is was much more stable all the way through. So really a sort of mathematical 
wrinkle. 

CLOSING REMARKS 

Peter Hetherington 



 

Thank you all very much for your time. 

 


